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Smart Grid Demo Objective
• Demonstrate the operational and customer
benefits of smart grid technology
– Labor and transportation
– Safety
– Outage management
– Billing
– Dynamic rates (Time‐of‐Use)
– Customer awareness and behavior
– Customer energy savings
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Smart Grid Demo Background
• 3‐year project concluded 12/31/2012
• Metering
– 1,000 electric smart meters installed at homes of
volunteers
– Additional 200 free meters added for vendor field trial in
2012

• Energy conservation communications
• Web tools to view smart meter data
• Ancillary pilots
– In Home Display
– Time‐of‐Use Rate
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Smart Meters with Cellular Modems
• Advantages
– Low communications cost
– Avoided labor and transportation expenses for meter reading
– Meter reading performance
• 100% of readings imported into system by 7:00 am

• Obstacles
– Low cellular signal strength at some locations
• Solution: 15% required antennae upgrade

– Intermittent loss of signal
• Solution: 5% required modem reset

– Occasional problems with meter’s digital display
• Solution: 2% required meter replacement

– Public confusion between analog, digital and smart meters
• Solution: Consider graphics on smart meter identification label
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What Type of Meter Is It?

Traditional analog
meter

Digital meter

Smart meter with
cellular modem

no longer
manufactured

empty ports in
upper right

communications
visible in upper right
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Communications
• Advantages
– Engaged participants through variety of channels
• Regular electronic newsletters
– Versions for all participants, plus TOU‐specific messages
– Used service that tracks delivery, opens and “clicks”
– 95% reported email updates were somewhat or very useful

• Printed updates and web screens for customers without email
• Website www.mlgw.com/smartgrid
– Four participant videos added in December

– Surveyed participants and solicited comments

• Obstacles
– No assurance of reaching 100% of customers
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Smart Meter Web Tools
• Advantages
– 79% of participants reported viewing
7‐Day Graph
– 69% of participants reported viewing
the Meter Highlights
– 35% clicked Electricity Use Analysis
link to create additional graphs and
explore data

• Obstacles:
– Some customers
want more
frequent info
– Customers want
multiple ways to
receive info
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ANCILLARY PILOT:

In Home Display
• Advantages
– Provide near real‐time information on home’s energy use
– Customers liked having easy access for household
members to see

• Obstacles
Required personal delivery and set up
Frequently lost communications with meter
Many vendor programming issues
Ended ancillary pilot 12/31/2012, with customers given
opportunity to return the In Home Display
– Some customers thought IHD was the smart meter
–
–
–
–
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ANCILLARY PILOT:

Time‐of‐Use Electric Rate
• Advantages
– Provided financial incentive to monitor and adjust
electricity use during “on peak” hours
– TOU customers seemed more engaged as they had
economic motivation

• Obstacles
– Approx 12% of participants enrolled in TOU pilot
– TOU billing details required greater customer
comprehension/explanation
– Impact on electricity cost depends on customer’s ability to
modify behavior (reduce waste, shift hour of use)
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Data Analysis
• Smart Grid goals
– Demonstrate increased energy efficiency
– Demonstrate a shift in the hourly profile curve (demand
response)
– Accurate measurement of these goals
• Monthly regressions for energy efficiency response
– 5 years of monthly data
– Regression profile for each customer
• Heating Degree Day (HDD), Cooling Degree Day (CDD),
and Base use are only factors
– Monthly usage = Base Load + x1∙HDD + x2∙CDD
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Data Analysis (cont.)
• Percentage of on‐peak kWh for hourly response
– Did participants shift usage to off‐peak period
because of the introduction of time‐of‐use rates?
• Four Study Groups:
1. Control
2. All Smart Meter
3. Standard Rate Smart Meter
4. Time‐of‐Use Rate Smart Meter
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Over the past few years
customers have been
using energy less
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Lower usage in the
on-peak period by
the TOU group
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Lower usage in the
on-peak period by
the TOU group
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TOU participants used
less kWh during the
on-peak periods in
both the summer and
winter
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Smart Grid Demo Results
(Relative to the Control Group)

Study Group

Average
Monthly
Annual Savings
Extrapolated to
kWh Energy Cost Savings
Per
Savings Per
Annual Savings Total Residential
Participant Participant Per Participant Customer Base

All Smart Meter

‐2.30%

$3.51

$42.12

$15.2 million

Standard Rate, Smart Meter

‐2.13%

$3.34

$40.08

$14.4 million

Time of Use Rate, Smart Meter

‐5.62%

$6.89

$82.68

$29.8 million

Incremental annual savings from the Control Group
to Smart Meter with TOU is $29.8 million.
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Smart Grid Demo Results:
Avoided Emissions in Pounds per Year

Study Group

Average
Monthly kWh
Reduction
Per
Participant

Carbon
Dioxide
(CO2)

Sulfur
Dioxide
(SO2)

Nitrogen
Oxides
(NOx)

All Smart Meter

93

1,604

4

1

Standard Rate, Smart Meter

91

1,569

4

1

Time of Use Rate, Smart Meter

112

1,931

5

1

Total Impact, All Smart Meter

1,756,414

2,524,032

5,985

1,896

Calculated using EPA’s Power Profiler website
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Energy Savings Can Spur Jobs Creation
• Economic Impact Study, Younger Associates,
May 2010
– $10 million in utility savings among customers would
create 152 jobs through increased discretionary spending
in community
– 2.5% reduction in local average household electric use
yields more than $10 million in utility savings annually

• Smart Grid Demo results:
– $30 million in annual utility savings
– 458 new jobs would be created through increased
discretionary spending in community
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Smart Grid Demo Impact Survey
• 95% are more aware of when their home uses
electricity
– 70% say others in household are also more aware

• 78% are more aware of how much electricity
is used by individual devices/equipment
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Smart Grid Demo Impact Survey
• As a result of participating:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

77% installed more efficient light bulbs
76% changed thermostat setting to save energy
66% used fans for supplemental cooling
57% considered time of day before doing laundry
50% considered time of day before running dishwasher
42% made minor home energy improvements
27% made major home energy improvements
25% changed electric water heater temp to save energy
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Smart Grid Demo Impact Survey
• Benefits gained from participation:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

86% better understanding of home’s electricity use
75% saved money by reducing use
56% learned about new technology
54% able to teach self/family about electricity use
45% reduce environmental impact/carbon footprint
41% participate in TOU rate pilot
27% challenge others to use less electricity
21% leave gates locked on meter reading day
11% leave pets outdoors on meter reading day

• 95% would recommend smart meter experience to
a friend
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Participant Comments
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

With a few simple changes, we made a significant reduction in our consumption. Stephen T
Smart Meter offers an effective way to change homeowner's behavior by providing timely
feedback on actual energy usage. For those interested in becoming involved in managing
energy usage, this is a smart approach. Roosevelt A
Saved a lot of money learning when to use appliances, LED usage and ceiling fan usage
during summer and winter…It was actually fun to learn how to save. Brad & Carolyn D
I think everyone should have a smart meter and the ability to look at their home’s energy
graphs online. David B
We love the SmartMeter and the data it provides. It has become a challenge in our house
to reduce the energy consumption.The Time-of-Use rates are also a great benefit. David K
Electricity is invisible, the meter helped me understand something I couldn't see. Iva D
I learned how to monitor my energy resources more efficiently. Esther W
I really liked the program. It was informative and beneficial to me. I welcome any
opportunity to learn about my energy consumption and ways to reduce it. Anthony D
I like this project. It has made me a better informed consumer. Pamela F
It has changed the way we use power. Andrew I
This project opened eyes and was very meaningful in that it caused me to look at energy
usage, availability, conservation and technology in so many new and exciting ways. Tim F
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